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Accomplish More and Worry Less
According to the 2017 IDC Application Services Survey, 30% of executives are outsourcing management of their 
organization’s infrastructure and application portfolio. This percentage is expected to rise to 41% over the next five 
years. Working with Connectria to handle day-to-day administrative tasks or those for which you don’t have the 
necessary in-house skills can help you reach your key objectives.

Focus on strategic initiatives – Whether it’s Big Data, AI, the IoT 
or something else that’s got you thinking of all the exciting possibilities 
technology offers, offloading administrative tasks to Connectria can free up 
your IT resources to focus on initiatives that drive your business forward. 

Ensure compliance & security – The threat landscape is always changing. 
Our team of experts can help you mitigate your risks and keep up with today’s 
rapidly evolving security threats and the constant flow of regulatory changes.

Improve resource utilization – Outsourcing to Connectria lets your people 
do what they do best. You can have your most seasoned staff working on the 
most challenging tasks while ensuring you haven’t tossed your rookies into 
the deep end too quickly. We’ll cover the rest.

Optimize costs – Top-notch IT talent can be expensive, and not every 
area requires a year-round FTE. A managed service provider can help ensure 
you always have the people you need without the hassle and high cost of 
recruiting and retaining employees.

Get the job done – In business, things move fast, and just because something is a 
priority, that doesn’t necessarily mean it gets done. A managed service provider can 
ensure vital tasks get done and done right.

Your Go-To Partner
As a managed service provider, we’re not looking to take control of your IT 
department. We’d rather be your go-to partner, offering the services you need for as 
long as you need them. We work with your team every step of the way, so you will be 
building your in-house knowledge and expertise at the same time.

MANAGED SERVICES

“Connectria has exceeded  
our expectations. Their expert 

remote management has helped 
us streamline and automate  

our processes, delivering  
tangible savings.” 

Eric Hanson  
Director of IT Services,  

Milwaukee Electric Tool 

Connectria provides a wide variety of secure managed hosting services to companies of all sizes and 
industries. We specialize in popular and legacy technologies such as Windows, Linux, Citrix, IBM i, 
and Oracle. We offer dedicated, cloud, or hybrid (mixed) environments all backed by an extensive list 
of features and 24x7 support that is only a phone call away.

http://connectria.com
http://www.connectria.com
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Choose the Services You Need
We offer several core services designed to meet a wide variety of needs. Beneath each of 
these major categories are options that give us the flexibility to tailor a solution designed 
just for you. You pay for what you need and aren’t forced to sign on for what you don’t. As 
your needs change, we’ll change with you, adapting our service offerings to your situation. 

The Connectria  
Advantage
At Connectria, we believe in 
the philosophy, “If something’s 
worth doing, it’s worth doing 
well.” We’re proud of our 
history of delivering only the 
very best, jerk-free services 
to our customers around the 
world. 

• Awarded HostReview’s Best 
Cloud Computing Provider 

• Named 5x Inc. 500/5000 List 
of fastest growing private 
companies in America 

• 6x Top Workplace and 5x 
Computerworld Best Place 
to Work in IT

• 99.6% customer satisfaction 
(approaching 70% Net 
Promoter) 
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Remote Monitoring  
and Administration
While many of our clients are looking 
to offload the burden of managing their 
own data centers, others are still more 
comfortable keeping their IT systems on-
premises. For these businesses, we offer 
a wide array of remote monitoring and 
administration services, so they can keep 
their infrastructure right where they can 
see it, but not have to worry about tasks 
such as system updates and database 
administration.

Disaster Recovery
Your business depends on your data 
and applications to be there when you 
need them. We can help you determine 
appropriate recovery objectives for each 
workload and create failover and recovery 
strategies that meet those objectives. 
Periodic reviews and testing give you the 
confidence you need. 

Managed Clouds
Out of sight does not mean out of mind. 
When you move workloads to an offsite 
cloud, whether that’s a public cloud, like 
AWS or Azure, or a hosted private cloud, 
you still own the responsibility for things 
like security and compliance. We offer 
managed cloud services for both private 
and public clouds, so you can confidently 
put your workloads on the cloud that 
works best.

Security & Compliance
We have experts in a wide range of the 
most common industry standards and 
regulations including HIPAA/HITECH, 
PCI-DSS, SOX, GDPR and 21 CFR Part 
11. Our security experts are also laser-
focused on the latest security threats 
including ransomware and DDoS as well 
as newly discovered network and systems 
vulnerabilities. We’ll work with you to 
create a solution that mitigates your risks.

About Connectria
From Fortune 100 enterprises to medium and small businesses, Connectria 
provides managed cloud, managed services, and compliant cloud security 
solutions to more than 1,000 global customers. Working as an extension 
of each customer’s IT team, we deliver technology-agnostic solutions 
consistently, with depth and breadth of engineering expertise, scalable 
solutions, and speed to market.  Our “No Jerks Allowed®” philosophy includes 
flexible terms, straight-forward pricing, and custom solutions. With a culture 
based on integrity and an unwavering employee commitment to treating 
every customer with a relentless focus on satisfaction, it’s easy to do business 
with Connectria.

Connect with us today
Talk to one of our IT advisors  
by calling 800.781.7820  
or reaching out to us by email: 
sales@connectria.com.
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TRiA Multi-Cloud Management Platform
All our managed cloud services come standard with the TRiA Multi-Cloud Management 
Platform, which gives you visibility into all your cloud environments. In fact, this is the 
same platform we use to help our clients monitor the security, performance, and resource 
utilization of their clouds. With TRiA, you see what we see. 

https://www.connectria.com
mailto:sales%40connectria.com?subject=
https://www.connectria.com/about_us/no_jerks_allowed.php

